To ensure reproducible and exhaustive Y2H results, these libraries are screened to saturation using an optimized mating procedure. This allows to test on average 100 million interactions per screen, corresponding to a 10-fold coverage of the library. As a consequence, multiple, independent fragments are isolated for each interactant, enabling the immediate delineation of a minimal interacting domain and the computation of a confidence score.
and search parameters enable users to generate sub networks and diagrams using the meta-information within the database.
As well as network curation, we include tools for network analysis, for example identifying regulatory motifs to reveal genes involved in functionally important biological circuitry. myGRN also interfaces with Chilibot and iHOP, tools that identify putative interactions directly from paper abstracts by natural language processing. Users can submit pairs of genes from their networks to these tools, and import search results directly into myGRN for processing. We are developing our use of these programs to allow users to automatically generate networks based on a set of user-specified genes.
We have used myGRN to construct networks on lens development in mouse, chick and Xenopus, and eye development in Drosophila. We are interested in the conservation of these networks across species, and the evolution of network motifs and kernels.
We have also imported a network of 832 zebrafish genes generated automatically from PubMed abstracts, and have demon- Furthermore, crucial 3D data is lost with planar samples. Optical projection tomography (OPT) can capture the full 3D expression pattern in a whole embryo at a reasonably high resolution and at moderately high throughput. A large database containing spatio-temporal patterns of expression for the mouse (EMAGE) has been created and is proving to be a valuable resource. Recently, the chick has become an important model for spatially and temporally controlled gain-and loss-of-function approaches. To date, a well-established gene expression database for the chick does not exist. Thus, the aim of this project is to produce a 3D anatomical atlas and ontology of the chick embryo with a database of S288
